Responsive Environment (RE[]) is a unit engaged in spatial expression through collaboration, crossing over diverse boundaries drawn between architecture, image, music, dance and design. Since its formation in 1993, RE[] has undertaken a wide range of performances, creation of installation works, and presentation of projects.

“Space” is the mutual term used to collaborate among the members who ordinary pursue work in separate fields. It is the essential medium in which architects, composers, choreographers and designers all take expression. When sharing views on space, such an interdisciplinary situation forces time and movement to step in as significant factors.

Their work attempts to accommodate many factors which trigger a setting to undergo a continuous transfiguration, that is bring forth a Responsive Environment, to offer a common platform where acts of expression tend to emerge.

Members of RE[] coming to Sydney will be Satoru Yamashiro, Jin Hidaka and Takao Nishizawa. They all practice as well as teach in Tokyo, Japan, in addition to pursuing their various collaborative projects.

www.responsiveenvironment.com
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